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This document is part of a set of guidelines that relate to accreditation. In particular, it contains 
Guidelines for Teach-out Policies and Processes to assist institutions in programme termination process.  
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Dr Marvin Oxenham, General Secretary 
Carmen Crouse, Accreditation Director 

 

1. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS 
As an institution decides to phase out a programme, it is responsible to make provisions to all current 

students to finish this programme under the conditions at point of their admission.  

Should a teach-out plan run any longer than the current accreditation cycle, it would need a deeper 
investigation by means of a focused Programme-SER with focused site visit. 

Status definitions: 

• Suspended programme - students still active, no new students currently, but plans to jump-start 
the programme again. Annual per programme and per student fees apply. 

• Retired programme – no new students, active students finishing up – requires teach-out policy 
and plan with a timeline for the last student graduating. Annual per programme and per student 
fees apply until the last student has graduated. 

• Ended programme – last student has graduated – per programme and per student fees end with 
the respective APR submission. 

2. POLICY AND PROCESS 
A teach-out policy document needs to be submitted to the ECTE Accreditation Commission (and be 

made available to any student seeking to finish the programme).  

The policy must include at least the following: 

• background and rationale for the teach-out,  
• graduation requirements for the programme overall as they were published until the programme 

was phased out (complete list),  
• regulations and process for re-admission/continuation of students who broke matriculation after all 

course work was completed but not the comprehensive exercise (project, thesis or the like) for a 
designated time,  
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• regulations and process for completion of comprehensive exercise per student (proposal? oral 
defence? grading? readers?) to include time limit and financial regulations (fees, tuition, service 
charges) 

• timeframe for overall teach-out: normally within the current accreditation cycle of the institution, 
otherwise the programme must be re-evaluated during the next cyclical review. 

• list of students by name who are eligible to finish their degree under this teach-out,  
• resources provided (faculty, research support, student services) 
• anything else which may be helpful to define for the institution and the student on how to finish this 

well. 

3. APPROVAL 
The ECTE Accreditation Commission normally meets once per month and such policy can be submitted 

at any time.  

After approval the institution would be reporting in detail on this teach-out with each APR.  

The programme and per student reporting (via the APR) and the respective fees apply until the last 
student has graduated. 

An official notification from the institution to ECTE will be needed when the last student has graduated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These Guidelines have been approved by the ECTE Council, 7 December 2022 and are valid until their 
revision. 

 

For additional information about the ECTE, contact: 
Dr Marvin Oxenham – General Secretary, ECTE 

Via dei Lucumoni 33 1015 Sutri (VT)  Italy 

Email: office@ecte.eu   Website:  www.ecte.eu 
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